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Abstract—Increased connectivity has led to a sharp rise in the creation and availability of structured and unstructured text content, with millions of new documents being generated every minute. Key-phrase extraction is the process of finding the most important words and phrases which best capture the overall meaning and topics of a text document. Common techniques follow supervised or unsupervised methods for extractive or abstractive key-phrase extraction, but struggle to perform well and generalize to different datasets. In this paper, we follow a supervised, extractive approach and model the key-phrase extraction problem as a sequence labeling task. We utilize the power of transformers on sequential tasks and explore the effect of initializing the embedding layer of the model with pre-trained weights. We test our model on different standard key-phrase extraction datasets and our results significantly outperform all baselines as well as state-of-the-art scores on all the datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An explosive growth in the generation and consumption of textual data has rendered the issue of analysing, comprehending and processing text documents inevitable. With over millions of emails, social media posts, blogs, articles, messages etc. being shared every day, extracting the most important information which best captures the meaning of the text is important for both the humans reading that document, as well as for downstream text processing tasks. Key-phrase extraction refers to the process of finding the most important words and phrases that accurately provide an overview of the document. Automated key phrase extraction becomes critical at the current document creation rate, enabling document tagging, summarization, topic analysis, document clustering and classification, as well as various information retrieval tasks such as document indexing and improving search engine results. All this makes the process of key-phrase extraction from text a crucial task in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP).

A popular survey on key-phrase extraction [1] shows that there are two main approaches for the task. The first approach involves candidate key-phrase generation from the document, followed by their pruning and ranking. Extraction of the candidates employs different heuristics such as named entity extraction, position of the phrases and their frequency of occurrence in the document. This method suffers from the limitation of not being able to generalize to different document types due to the application of domain specific heuristics. Also, the candidate generation method does not consider the dependency between different key- phrases. In order to overcome the above limitations, [2] modelled the problem as a sequence labeling task where each token in the document is assigned a tag, indicating whether it is a part of key-phrase or not. This method captures the long term dependencies in the document to detect its important key-phrases.

The learning method for key-phrase extraction can be supervised or unsupervised. Unsupervised approaches do not require a labeled dataset with already tagged key-phrases, but instead exploit the underlying structure of the text documents, typically using statistical [3] or graph based techniques [4], [5]. Supervised approaches generally employ NLP machine learning or deep learning techniques on the labeled dataset [6]. Depending on the kind of key-phrases extracted, the different methodologies can also be categorised as extractive or abstractive, where extractive approaches [4], [7] select the most important words and phrases from the document, whereas abstractive approaches [8] can additionally generate key-phrases which were not part of the original document.

While the task of key-phrase extraction has been explored, results on standard evaluation metrics have not been very promising. Some of the key issues identified in [1] relate to the kind of text corpora available, with complexity increasing with the length of the documents, structural inconsistencies between different kinds of documents, changes in topics within a document and possibly uncorrelated different topics present in the same document. We, therefore, propose an extractive, supervised approach to extract the key- phrases of a document by modelling it as a sequence labeling task. In this model, we leverage the power of the transformer [9], which has previously showcased its ability to capture long term dependencies and relations between different components of the document using positional encoding and multi-head self-attention. We name our transformer based key-phrase extraction model ‘TransKP’. Additionally, we explore the effect of initialization of the embedding layer of the transformer and empirically prove that this significantly improves results on our task. To our knowledge, we are the first to employ transformers to achieve the objective of key-phrase extraction as well as studying the effect of initializing transformer layers on the task. Our results on all the datasets prove the learning capability as well as generalisation power of our network.

We have evaluated our model against various baselines as well as state-of-the-art models on the key-phrase extraction task and show significantly improved results on the evaluation metrics on multiple standard datasets, thus proving the effectiveness of our experiments and model. The key-phrases extracted by our model along with the gold standard labels on
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two sample documents from our testing set can be visualised in Fig. 1. Summarizing our contributions:

- We explore the transformer based model for the task of key-phrase extraction by formulating it as a sequence labeling problem.
- We compared the results of our model- TransKP against the standard baselines and state-of-the-art model on multiple standard datasets and report significant improvement over them.
- We investigate the effect of initializing the model with pre-trained embedding weights (Trans-KP Glove) against random initialization (Trans-KP). The results indicate superior performance, both in terms of F1-score and convergence time, of Trans-KP Glove with respect to Trans-KP.

II. RELATED WORK

Most key-phrase extraction techniques follow a two-step approach, with the first step being identification of candidate key-phrases followed by a final predication of each candidate as a key-phrase (KP) or non-key-phrase (non-KP). The second phase can follow a supervised or unsupervised approach.

Unsupervised approaches typically follow graph-based extraction techniques. These methods involve transformation of the input document to a graph structure with each candidate phrase represented as a node and edges between the nodes indicating some kind of syntactic or semantic similarity. A final score is calculated for each node following a graph-based ranking method which determines the corresponding candidate’s relevance as a key-phrase for the document. Several methods utilise variants of the popular PageRank algorithm [10] which is used to rank web-pages based on their incoming and outgoing links. One of the most popular key-phrase extraction algorithms which follows this approach is the TextRank algorithm [4]. An extension of this method is the SingleRank algorithm [5] which exploits word co-occurrence information to determine edge-weights. Other approaches such as PositionRank [11] and TopicalPageRank [12], additionally utilise features such as word position and topical information with the traditional TextRank algorithm. Some recent approaches [13], [14] have also incorporated word embeddings in unsupervised key-phrase extraction. Various other approaches such as TopicRank [15], KeyCluster [16] and CommunityCluster [17] perform topic based clustering to ensure sufficient relevance and coverage of the extracted key-phrases with respect to the topics of the document [1].

Supervised approaches for key-phrase extraction typically model the problem as binary classification of the tokens present in the document into KP or non-KP. Different learning algorithms like naïve Bayes [18] decision tree [19], SVM [20], boosting [21], bagging [22] have been used to train classifiers. Several classifiers are also trained on features based on document properties like statistical properties [18] [23], location based selection [24] and syntactic properties [25]. A few works have also focused on extracting information from external resources such as [26] have used Wikipedia information and [27] have used citation resources to enhance key-phrase extraction from documents.

With new advancements in the field of deep learning, several neural models have been proposed to extract key-phrases from documents. Authors of [28] have proposed the method of using joint layer Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to capture semantic dependencies in the input sequence for extracting...
key-phrase extraction as a sequence to sequence task enables the model to capture the sequential nature of data with the help of multi-head attention units. It consists of 6 stacked layers of encoder and decoder modules. Each encoder module consists of a multi-headed self-attention unit followed by a feed forward network. The decoder modules follow the architecture of the encoder but additionally incorporate a multi-headed attention unit over the outputs of the encoder stack. The complete architecture of the transformer can be visualised in Fig. 2.

C. Positional Encoding

An important part of any sequence to sequence architecture is the knowledge of the position of each word in the input and target sequence. This information is encoded by creating position specific values as mentioned in the equation below

\[ PE_{(pos, 2i)} = \sin \left( \frac{pos \times 10000^{2i/d_{model}}} {10000} \right) \]
\[ PE_{(pos, 2i+1)} = \cos \left( \frac{pos \times 10000^{2i/d_{model}}} {10000} \right) \]

where ‘pos’ refers to the order of the word in the document, ‘i’ refers to its position in the embedding vector and ‘d_{model}’ is the dimension of the embedding layer. These equations generate a constant 2D matrix which is added to the embeddings of the words, thus incorporating positional information in them. However, to ensure that original information in embedding vectors is not lost, we make positional encodings relatively smaller than the embedding vector’s values.

D. Multiheaded Self Attention

The attention mechanism, first introduced in [33] is a method of capturing the importance of words in a sequence with respect to other words. When attention values are calculated among words within the same sequence, we refer to it as self-attention.

To obtain these values, each input embedding token, position encoded and masked, is projected into three vectors called the ‘Key’, ‘Query’ and ‘Value’ vectors through trainable weight matrices. To get the attention score of a word with respect to the other words in the sequence, we take the dot product of its ‘Query’ vector with the ‘Key’ vector of all the other words and update its ‘Value’ vector with respect to each word. In matrix form, the equation can be seen in the equation below.

\[ Attention(Q, K, V) = \text{softmax} \left( \frac{QK^T}{\sqrt{d_k}} \right) V \]

A high softmax score indicates that the two words are relevant to each other and thus the corresponding ‘Value’ vector is high. For multi-headed attention, the ‘Key’, ‘Query’ and ‘Value’ vectors are split into ‘n’ heads with each head learning from a different context at the same time. Thus, we get multiple sets of these ‘Values’ for each word from the different contexts.
Fig. 2. The Transformer Model Architecture

which are then concatenated and multiplied with a final learned matrix to reduce the multiple embedding sets to a single embedding. Hence, the attention layer converts position aware naive form of embeddings to a more context aware embedding. In the decoding stack this multi headed attention is calculated first with the outputs predicted till that time step and, after normalization, with all the encoded words from the input sequence. This establishes the relevance of current output with both the outputs predicted till now as well as neighbouring words in the input.

E. Normalization and Feed Forward Neural Network

Layer normalization [34] is performed after each unit to ensure that the range of values doesn’t change too much and the model converges faster. It normalizes the input across the features unlike batch normalization, which normalizes each feature across the batch. This has experimentally been seen to perform better. This normalization also adds the inputs from the previous layers as residual connections, thus allowing the model to retain previous information.

Each block further contains a feed forward neural network, consisting of two linear layers with ‘ReLU’ activation. The input to this network is the normalized embedding with attention, which is mapped to a new embedding in a latent space common to the whole language.

As this unit of the network does not have any interdependencies between different parts of the input, it enables parallel computation thus reducing the training time and resources required.

F. Weighted Cross Entropy Loss

For key phrase extraction task, the ‘BIO’ labels will be highly unbalanced since key phrases constitute a very small portion of input text. To give a higher weightage for correct prediction of ‘B’ and ‘I’ labels, we calculate the weights of each label according to their relative occurrence in training data for calculating the cross entropy loss. This results in label ‘I’ getting the highest weight and the label ‘O’ the least.

G. Initialization of Embedding Layer

The transformer starts with random initialization for embedding weights and gradually trains them to be more context aware. However, initializing the embedding layer with pre trained weights like Glove [35] which already has some contextual information gives two fold advantages:

- It allows the model to use external knowledge and then fine tune it according to inter word relationships
- It results in faster convergence, thus, reducing the training time.

This initialization helped us to achieve much better results more quickly as explained in Section IV.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we describe the details of the datasets used for training and evaluation of the proposed model. In addition to this, we discuss the implementation details of the proposed model, hyper parameters, baselines and metrics used for comparison.
A. Dataset

We used three publicly available datasets for evaluation of the model. For the purpose of training, we have used the dataset provided by [8] which consists of high-quality scientific metadata in the computer science domain from online digital libraries like ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, Wiley and Web of Science. This dataset contains 567,830 papers with pre-defined training, validation and testing split provided by the authors as follows: 527,830 for training (kp527k), 20,000 for validation (kp20k-v) and the remaining 20,000 for testing (kp20k). Evaluation of the proposed model is also performed on publicly available KDD and WWW datasets [2].

• KDD– This dataset is provided by [2]. It contains abstracts and author annotated key-phrases for 755 research papers published in ACM Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data mining (KDD). The entire dataset is used for testing the performance of the proposed model.

• WWW– This dataset is also provided by [2] and contains abstracts and author annotated key-phrases for 1330 research papers published in World Wide Web Conference (WWW). This entire dataset is used for testing the performance of the proposed model as well.

All the mentioned datasets contain the title, abstract and author-labeled key- phrases. The title and abstract of each paper are combined together to extract key-phrases and author-labeled key-phrases are used as gold standards for evaluation. We have trained the model using the kp527k dataset and validated on the kp20k-v dataset. This trained model is used for evaluation of the performance on all the three testing datasets kp20k, KDD and WWW. Statistics of the training and testing dataset are mentioned in the Table I.

B. Implementation Details

As mentioned in the previous section, we have formulated the key-phrase extraction problem as a sequence labeling task where each token of title and abstract is mapped to one of \{B, I, O\}, with ‘B’ indicating the start of key-phrase, ‘I’ indicating presence inside a key-phrase and ‘O’ indicating that it is not a part of any key-phrase. Following an analysis of the training data, we have only considered the documents having a maximum length of 200 words for training purpose.

Since the labeled data is imbalanced towards the ‘O’ category as compared to ‘B’ and ‘I’, we give a higher weightage to the latter by normalizing their frequency of occurrence in the training data. These values serve as the weights for the Categorical Cross Entropy for loss calculation, the weight being 0.78 for ‘B’, 1.0 for ‘I’ and 0.13 for ‘O’.

As mentioned in the previous section, the embedding layer of the encoder is initialized in two different manners, one being random initialization (TransKP) and other being 300 dimension Glove pre-trained embedding vectors (TransKP-Glove). The dimension of the hidden layer is set to 300 in both the cases.

C. Baselines and Metrics

Comparison of the proposed method is performed against several state-of-the-art models and baselines – Bi-LSTM-CRF [7], copy-RNN [8], KEA [18], Tf-Idf, TextRank [4] and SingleRank [5]. We used the data for baseline results from [7]. The evaluation procedure followed is consistent with previous works and baseline measures, in which model predicted keyphrases are evaluated against gold-standard keyphrases and the Precision, Recall and F1-score are calculated. The comparison is focused on the F1-score which is the harmonic mean of the Precision and Recall.

V. RESULTS

This section shows the evaluation of the proposed model for the key-phrase extraction problem and its comparison against the baselines mentioned in the previous section.

A. Performance of TransKP

Evaluation of proposed TransKP model is performed on kp20k, WWW and KDD datasets. For any document, output of the TransKP model is a sequence of labels corresponding to the words in the document, indicating whether they are part of a key-phrase or not. The candidate key-phrases are constructed based on these labels and are further used for calculating the performance of the model.

From Table II, we notice that for the kp20k dataset F1-score is 44.12% using the TransKP-Glove model and 36.71% for the randomly initialized TransKP model. The TransKP-Glove model also shows an increase in both the precision and recall values. These results indicate that the Glove initialized model captures an efficient representation of the document which is used for predicting the key-phrases. A similar trend is seen for WWW and KDD dataset as well. The F1-score for the TransKP-Glove model on WWW dataset is 48.22% and for the randomly initialized TransKP it is 41.34%. On the KDD dataset, F1-score for TransKP-Glove is 48.22% whereas it is 39.77% for randomly initialized TransKP.

Fig. 1 shows examples of key-phrase extraction on the abstract of two scientific papers from KDD dataset. Key-phrases marked bold are the predictions from the proposed TransKP-Glove model and the gold standard author annotated key-phrases are mentioned below the abstract. From the figure it can be inferred that our model is successful in predicting the important key-phrases. It is able to predict multi-word
key-phrases like “unsupervised transfer classification” and “stable feature selection”. It can also predict derivatives of gold standard key-phrases. For example, the gold standard has two key-phrases “stability” and “feature selection”, however, our model predicted “stable feature selection” as a key-phrase which conveys a better meaning than the original two words. Although, this improves the real world performance, it has an adverse effect on our F1-score.

We have also compared the training loss for the TransKP-Glove model against TransKP. Fig. 3 shows the loss incurred during training of both the models. From the plot it is evident that the loss values for the model initialized with Glove embedding reduced faster than random initialization. This result is consistent with the literature [36], where it is stated that training a model with rich linguistic pretrained embedding converges quickly in comparison to a model with randomly initialized embedding layer.

B. Comparison with Baselines

We compare our TransKP model with several strong baselines and existing state of the art models on the mentioned datasets. The baselines includes a combination of supervised and unsupervised models. The unsupervised baselines are TF-IDf, TextRank and SingleRank whereas the supervised models are Bi-LSTM-CRF, copyRNN and KEA. The Bi-LSTM-CRF model is the best performing model out of all the baselines. All the supervised models have been trained on the kp527k dataset.

Table II shows the result of this comparison. Both our transformer based models outperform all the baselines in terms of F1 score on kp20k and WWW dataset. The TransKP-Glove model outperforms all baselines on all three datasets. The F1 scores for kp20k, WWW and KDD datasets show a significant improvement of 8.49%, 8.79% and 0.49% respectively. We also outperformed all other unsupervised learning and deep learning based models including sequence to sequence model, copyRNN, with a significant improvement in precision, recall and F1 scores. Notably, our model shows a huge improvement in recall scores compared to the previous best models. For kp20k the recall is improved from 24.66% to 48.49%, for WWW it shows an increase of 31.24% whereas the increase for KDD is 25.42%. The Bi-LSTM-CRF model has a significantly higher precision value than the recall which, although improves F1 score but can fail to cover all the concepts in the given text. In contrast, our model maintains a balance between precision and recall, without getting biased towards any one parameter, therefore resulting in a better real-world performance.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a transformer based neural model for the task of key-phrase extraction from text documents. We propose an extractive, supervised approach by modelling the task as a sequence to sequence labeling problem and leveraging the power of transformers on sequential tasks. We also explore the effect of initializing the embedding layer of the transformer with pre-trained embedding and empirically prove that such an initialization results in a significant boost of performance. In our knowledge, we are the first to utilize transformers as well as experiment with transformer layer initializations for the task of key-phrase extraction. Our results evaluated on standard datasets and metrics beat the score of all baselines and state-of-the-art models. Significantly improved performance on different datasets proves our model’s learning as well as generalization capability.

Future scope includes learning how to rank the different extracted key phrases in terms of their importance in captur-
ing the article’s main topics as well as ensuring maximum coverage across all topics. In addition to this, the trained keyphrase architecture can be utilized for the downstream task of text summarization via transfer learning.
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